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THE RELATION OF THE MOVEMENTS OF BOND YIELDS
THE GRADES OF THE BONDS—
ECONOMIC 'DRIFT'
4
11'HEdrift of the arithmetic and geometric index numbers of rail-
road bond yields referred to at the close of the preceding chapter is.
as we there not a mathematical drift. It is an economic drift.
Itis not the upward drift of chained arithmetic averages of
relative or the downward drift of chained harmonic averages
of relatives. most of the period covered by this study (January
1857 to 1936) the drift has been downward but that direction
was not necessary. Indeed, the drift was sometimes
upward. For example, while the geometric index figure (see Appendix
A, Table 4-1) for January 1857 (9.52) was more than 151 per cent
of the yield cf the lowest yield bond used in that month (6.27) and the
index figure for January 1929 (4.50) was only per cent of the
yield of the owest bond for that month (4.33), the index figure for
January 1933 (5.22) was 128 per cent of the lowest yield for the
nionth ,orlarger than the percentage (127) that the index figure
for January 1865 (6.87) was of the lowest yield for that month (5.43).
In other words, using such a criterion of drift, we find a pronounced
downward from January 1857 to January 1929, a period of
seventy-two tears; hut, on the other hand, when we compare January
1865 with January 1933, sixty-eight years from the one date to the
other, we for the period as. a whole, a slight upward drift.
An on which a cumulation (inverted) of
the drift' is presented, shows that the upward drift of the yields of
the lower grade bonds was so great in the recent economic collapse that,
from November 1928 to June 1932, the cumulated drift recovered all
'Themethod used to measure drift is explained later in this chapter.
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the ground it had lost from 1865 to 1929.2 The picture presented by
Chart iSis one of rapid drift downzvardfrom 1857 to 1872, an
irregular but roughly horizontal movement from 1872 to about 1900,
a renewal of the rapid drift downward from 1900 to 1912, an upward
drift from 1912 to 1920, a pronounced down drift from 1920 to 1929
followed by an up movement, so violent that it can hardly be described
as a 'drift' at all, that lasted until the middle of 1932.
In 1913 Professor Wesley C. Mitchell published an index number
of the yields of ten American railroad bonds,4 monthly, from January
1890 to December 1911 inclusive. Now, though there seems to have
been little or no 'drift' in railroad bond yields from 1890 to 1900, there
was a pronounced down drift from 1900 to 1912and hence the total
drift from January 1890 to December 1911 was strongly downward.
This downward drift showed itself, as was to be expected, in Professor
Mitchell's group of bonds. He noticed and explained it. His discus-
sion and comment runs, in part, as follows: 6
"Thedifferences shown by Table 19 among the net yields of the ten
bonds may readily be accounted for by differences in the proportionate
value of the underlying properties, by the existence or non-existence of
prior liens, by the relative financial strength of the issuing or guaranteeing
corporations, etc. Similarly, the frequent changes in rank among the bonds
may be ascribed to alterations in these particular conditions, which a well-
advised investor considers in estimating the risks he runs in buying
securities.
"But there is one fact of more general interest about these differences in
yield. The margins between the higher and lower yields have grown nar-
rower in the course of twenty years. In 1890 the maximum difference was
per cent=1.36; in 1900 it was 4.40—3.42 per cent=0.98; in 1909,
4.24—3.87 per cent=0.37. The chief cause of this narrowing of the margins
has been an improvement since the middle nineties in the credit of the
lower grade issues among investors. The risks imputed to the holding of
bonds of such railways as, for example, the Chicago and Eastern Illinois
have diminished. With one exception—the bonds of the West Shore Rail-
road—all the bonds gave lower yields in 1911 than in 1890. The West
2Forthe figures, see Table 6, Appendix A.
Note again that in Chart 15 the cumulated drift is inverted.
There were no substitutions; the same ten bonds were used throughout the period.
The violent up-drift during 1907 was immediately offset on the cumulated drift
by the violent down-drift of 1908 and the first half of 1909 (see Chart 15).
6BusinessCycles (University of California Press, Berkeley, 1913), pp. 156 and 157.BOND GRADE AND ECONOMIC 'DRIFT' 87
Shore bonds, guaranteed principal and interest by the New York Central
and having o ver 400 years to run, were rated decidedly higher by investors
in 1890 than any other security in the present list. But, since then, the
improvement in the financial condition and prospects of other railways has
gradually brought their obligations closer to the high standard of securi-
ties guarant4d by the New York Central. Indeed, in recent years the bonds
of the Burlington, the Milwaukee, and the Central of New Jersey have
frequently outranked the bonds of the West Shore."
This is al1E quite as one might expect. Movements of the yields of
bonds of the highest grade reflect primarily changes in 'long term in-
terest On the other hand, movements of common stock prices
reflect also the market's estimate of future earnin.gs and dividends.
Bonds other than those of the highest grade naturally partake of the
nature of both the highest grade bonds and common stocks. The move-
ments ofr yields are affected not only by long term interest rate con-
siderations but also by forecasts of earnings. In Chapter V it is shown
that there ha3 been a noticeable similarity between the major movements
of the cumul'ated railroad bond yield and the major movements
of prices of railroad common stocks. And the secular trend of railroad
stock prices upward from January 1890 to December 1911 while
the secular trend of the cumulative bond yield drift was downward.7
But, the drift in the index numbers based on arithmetic and
geometric aferages of the yields themselves is not a 'mathematical'
drift, the reader may possibly wonder to what extent it is a merely
technical In the selection of the bonds, those that improved in
quality year after year were not discarded because of that fact but
those that dtteriorated veryrapidl'y(as the roads became hanidupt or
ran into great financial difficulties)were eliminated. And, as the
reader will 4-eaiize later in this chapter, the retention of such bonds
throughout their periods of deterioration andcollapse might easily
have a greater or less extent the movements of the cumulated
'drift'—by r1educing its downward movements and increasin.g its up-
ward movements.
Indeed, if such deteriorating bonds had been retained, the cumulated
drift line of Chart 15 might possibly have been more a shadow of the
7Inconnection with this inverse relation, the reader must note that the comparison
is not between tock prices and bond prices but between stock prices and bond yields
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stock price line than itis.8It is intriguing to think so. When an
economist presents an interesting statistical relation to his readers'
attention, it is pleasant to imagine and he may easily be tempted in-
sidiously to suggest that,if the data were more adequate or more
skillfully handled, the relation would stand out even more strikingly
than it does. And, in at least one minor movement (from January 1903
to January 1904, during which time stock prices declined violently
while the cumulated 'drift' of the bond yields also declined, instead
of advancing as it would have been expected to do), the non-con-
formity is clearly traceable to the difference in the action of medium
grade and definitely low grade bonds, as seen in the non-linearity of
the scatter.9
But,unfortunately,tests with unchanging groups containing bonds
of grades ranging all the way from the highest to really low grade
suggest strongly that the elimination of bonds when they begin to
deteriorate rapidly, as evidenced by the rise in their yields, has usually
only a very minor effect on the long term movements of the cumulated
linear drift. Convexity of the scatter 10 over a short period of falling
stock prices tends to be followed by concavity while stock prices are
recovering and the long term effects on cumulated linear slopes to be
thus offset.
That mere changes in the list do not necessarily increase the down-
ward drift is well illustrated (though not proved) by comparing the
cumulated drift of our changing list of bonds from January 1890 to
December 1911 with the cumulated drift of Dr. Mitchell's unchanging
list of ten bonds. The ratio of Dr. Mitchell's index number to our
unadjusted geometric index was, in January 1890, 1.04. In January
1900 it was. 1.03, and in January 1911, 0.99. The ratio of his index
number to our unadjusted arithmetic index was in January 1890, 1.03,
in January 1900, 1.02, and in January 1911, 0.99. The downward
drift of his index number was therefore slightly greater than that of
our unadjusted numbers.
Indexes from which drift has not been eliminatedare not in-
dexes of the yields of a uniform grade of bonds. They have, more-
over, no essential relation to the average yield' of all bonds outstanding
8 The reader must be reminded again that the cumulated drift line of Chart 15 is,
on that chart, inverted.
See Chart 8 and discussion in the last section of this chapter.
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or to the rates at which new issues are coming out. They are
indexes 'of the net returns which permanent investors have received
upon purchases of bonds' only if the assumption be made that
the investors bought only these particular bonds. To have included a
few bondsa lower grade than those used would probably have al-
tereci not the level of the index numbers, but also their move-
ments. In 4periodof downward drift, it would increase the down-
ward (or the upward) movement of the index numbers.
Though ittrue, as Dr. Mitchell has suggested, that index numbers
from drift has not been eliminated tell a different story from
those drift, that story, as we shall see, is more difficult to in-
terpret than he indicated:
"The average yield of all ten bonds is the best available gauge of the
changes in t11 e rates which large American corporations have paid for new
loans on long time since 1890, and also the 1)est gauge of. the net returns
which nent investors have received upon current purchases of bonds.
But it is disfnctly not .the best gauge of changing rates long loans of
substantially uniform security. For the latter purpose the yield of the West
Shore bonds is preferable, since the financial credit of the guarantor was
so firmly established in 1890 as to be little shaken by the years of depres-
sion andlittle strengthened by the years of prosperity. In other words,
the yields of this issue reflect the changes in the supply of, and the demand
for, loan cai ital for fixed investment with less distortion I)y the of
risk thanthe yields of the nine other bonds. But, since the yields of
the other bonds are more typical of American experience since 1890, the
detailed have been arranged to show both the net yields of the West
Shore bon4, and the average net yields of all ten" (Business Cycles,
p. 157).
Though :Dr. Mitchell was correct when he s'tated that the yields of
West 4's give, during the period he was covering, a better
l)icttlre of rates upon loans of substantially uniform security'
than doesindex based on the arithmetic average of fhe yields of
ten bonds, fact is that the yields of no single bond are completely
adequate f4r this purpose. There are erratic movements in the yields
of any individual bond, even West Shore 4's. Though West Shore
bonds for long periods remarkably well, there is strong evidence
that their gade varied appreciably at times. For example, a comparison
of their yields with the yields of the very highest grade railroad bonds,• 90 BOND YIELDS AND STOCK PRICES
or better, with the '4.50 sigma' index, which we present and explain
later, shows that the West Shore bonds were declining in grade from
1890 to 1900 and improving from 1900 to 1911. Since 1930 the bond
has been definitely out of the class of bonds of the highest grade.
How well 'changing rates upon loans of substantially uniform se-
curity' may be measured by the yields of individual bonds may be
seen by examining Chart 2. One of the indexes (line C) of that chart
was constructed by chaining together the yields of three extremely
high grade bonds:" bond no. 10 (Pennsylvania 6's, due December 31,
1880) is used from January 1857 to January 1870; bond no. 33
(Lehigh Valley 6's, due June 1, 1898), from January 1870 to January
1886; and bond. no. 70 (West Shore 4's, due January 1, 2361), from
January 1886 to January 1936.
If, instead of constructing an index number by chaining together
the yields of a few high grade bonds (as is done in Chart 2), we use
as the index for each month the yield of the bond showing the
lowest yield in that month, we should, theoretically,. obtain an even
closer approximation to a measure of the yield of long term loans
of an extremely high and nearly unchanging degree ofsecurity.
The difficulties of this procedure are practical rather than theoretical.
Because any especially good bond may shoot forward into first place
in any particular month, such an index tends. to be distinctly more er-
ratic in its minor movements than one constructed by chaining together
a few superlative bonds. Furthermore, the necessity of removing en-
tirely from the field of choice a specific high grade bond because it has
approached too close to maturity may cause sudden erratic movements
in the level of the entire index number. The next best bond available
may be selling on an. appreciably higher yield. Of the bonds we used
in this study, the yields of those having the lowest yield each January,
April, July and October, together with various index numbers, are
presented on Chart 1.
It might be thought that an improvement on both procedures out-
lined above could be made by constructing a chain index number, using
each month the yield of the bond having the lowest yield in that month
and carrying the same bond through to the next month. Each of the
individual index numbers that would be chained together would be
11TheWest Shore bonds were allowed to remain in the chart after 1930 to illustrate
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only one month long. The first. piece would consist of the yield of the
bond having the lowest yield in the first month and the yield of the same
bond in the second month. The second piece would consist of the yield
of the bond having the lowestyieldin the second month and the yield
of this same bond in the third month, etc. Such an index nuniber would
be free from the sudden changes in level that result from using each
month the unadjusted yield of the bond having the lowest yield in
that month. Moreover, during periods when the chaining procedure
happened to use the yields of only one specific bond, the results would,
of course, be similar to those shown by line C of Chart 2.
However, when the bonds used are not the same bond, a clear-cut up-
ward mathematical drift would be introduced. In any particular month
the bond selected is the bond having the lowest yield in that month. If
the same bond has the lowest yield in the next month, the movement
of the index will be the same as the movement of an index that used
each month the unadjusted lowest yield. If the bond used in the first
month is not the bond having the lowest yield in the second month,
it niust have a higher yield. One step in an upward drift has been made.
That step can never be retraced. We begin all over with the bond hav-
ing the lowest yield in the second month. In genera!, the shorter the
periods used for the individual index numbers, the greater will he
the upward drift. It was clearly not worth while to calculate such an
index number on a monthly basis merely for the purpose of showing
that it had an upward drift such' as to make it totally unusable.
But we did calculate one such index on an annual basis—January
to January each year. Beginning in January 1857 with the yield of
the bond having the lowest yield in that month (6.27 per cent) and
working forward, the index gives a value of 5.63 per cent for Jan-
uary 1879. In that month the yield of the 'best bond' was 4.86 per cent,
and even the geometric average of all the bonds used was only 5.71
per cent. By January 1900 the index is 3.83 per cent. This is greater
than the geometric average of all the bonds used in that month (3.73
per cent). The yield of the best bond was only 3.18 per cent. In Jan-
uary 1932 the index stood at 7.73 per cent. This is not only much
greater than the yield of the best bond in that month (4.57 per cent)
and greater than the geometric average (5.68 per cent) hut also ac-
tually a shade greater than the yield of the bpnd showing the highest
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would have been still more startling if we hadconstructedthe index
on a monthly instead of a yearly basis.
An index number constructed by chaining together individual pieces
each of which consisted of the yield of the lowest yield bond at a
particular date and the yield of the same bond in the preceding year
or month would show a contrary mathematical drift, downward instead
of upward.
More interesting results may be obtained if we do not restrict our-
selves to one bond. Index numbers constructed from the best five bonds
in each yearly period naturally show much less erratic and individual-
istic movements than index numbers constructed from the yields of
single bonds.
Our bonds are in annual groups. Each group contains quotations for
the yields of certain bonds from January to January inclusive. If out
of such a group we select the five bonds having the lowest yields in
the first January and the five bonds having the lowest yields in the
second January—whether or not they be the same—and compare the
geometric average of the yields of the five bonds chosen in the first
January with the geometric average of the yields of the five bonds
chosen in the second January, we obtain a set of 79 index numbers each
extending from one January to the next.12 The result of chaining to-
gether these 79 index numbers is presented in Chart 3 (line B). LineD
is the '4.50 sigma' index, which we later present as a tentative solution
of the problem of drift. It will be seen that the index constructed from
the best five bonds, in the manner we have just described, is very
similar to the '4.50 sigma' index. The downward drift isslightly
greater but the year-to-year movements are almost identical.This
particular five-bond index has, of course, no mathematical drift. For
example, the same results would be obtained if the index were cal-
12Thoughthe 'best' five (or lowest bonds chosen in a particular January in
order to construct the index number from the preceding January to that January
are usually the same as the best five bonds chosen in that January to construct
the index number from that January to the succeeding January, they are not always
so. The dropping of old bonds and the introduction of new bonds sometimes pre-
vents such a condition. For example the 'best' five bonds chosen for January 1925
to construct the index number from January 1924 to January 1925 are not the
same bonds as those chosen to construct the index number from January 1925 to
January 1926.BOND GRADE AND ECONOMIC 'DRIFT 95
culated from month to month as if it were calculated from year to
year.
Chart 3 shows two other indexes based on the best five bonds each
January. One of these (line C) is constructed by chaining together
yearly indexes in each of which the geometric average of the yields of




















nc average of the yields of the same five bonds in the later January. In
the other index. (line A) the five bonds are the best five in the later
January and the comparison is made with the yields of the same five
bonds in the earlier January. Both the upward drift of the index of
yields based on choosing the bonds in the earlier Januaryand the
downward drift of the index based on choosing the bonds in the later
January are, of course, mathematical and not economic drifts. The drift
would in each case have been greater if the indexes had been con-
structed from month to month instead of from year to year. The three
13Asa digression, it may be interesting to note that the index based on choosing
(he best five bonds at the beginning of the year gives a rather sad picture of the fate
of the investor who would buy nothing but bonds with' the very lowest possible
yields, on the assumption that such low yields proved the bonds to be of the most
desirable type, and insisted upon selling them, whenever their yield rose, and re-
investing in other 'superlative' bonds.
A. B ANDCARE CHAIN INDEX NUMBERS BASED ON AVERAGES
OF THE JANUARY YIELDS OF THE FIVE BONDS HAVING THE
LOWEST YIELDS IN.
A. THE LATER JANUARY
B. EACH JANUARY
C. THE EARLIER JANUARY
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index numbers based on. the 5 bonds having the lowest yields each year
are presented in Appendix A, Table 5.
Chart4 is introduced as a further illustration of mathematical rather
than economic drift and to show the dangers of attempting to cor-
rect for economic drift by means of introducing a mathematical drift
that is in the opposite direction. The bonds chosen each January are
CHART4











theworst five bonds instead of the best five bonds, that is, the five
bonds having the highest yields, instead of the five bonds having the
lowest yields. Throughout most of the period 1857—1936 there has
been a pronounced downward economic drift in the yields of these
'worst' bonds. However, the mathematical upward drift introduced
by picking them in the later January and comparing the geometric
average of their yields in that January with the geometric average of
the yields of the same bonds in the earlier January (see line C) is
more than sufficient to overcome the downward economicdrift.'4
On the other hand, the intermediate movements show driftings apart
and driftings together. After remaining below D until January 1931,
Indeed,if the chaining had been from month to month instead of from year
to year, line C would have shown an almost continuo!is upward when
pared with the 4.50 sigma line,
A, B AND C ARE CHAIN INDEX NUMBERS BASED ON AVERAGES
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the line C suddenly shoots up and remains thereafter much above D.
The minor movements of the two lines often have little or no relation
to each other. While the adjustment for drift obtained by using the
best five bonds, regardless of whether they were or were not the same
bonds in both Januaries, is an economic adjustment and led to relatively
good results throughout, the adjustment based on choosing the worst
five bonds in the later January is purely mathematical. The goodness
of the results in any period is quite accidental.
It is quite illegitimate to attempt to eliminate economic drift by
means of a formula giving a mathematical drift in the opposite di-
rection; In the first place, the economic drift is not necessarily in
the same direction in• one period as it was in the preceding period,
whereas the mathematical drift tends to' he always in the same di-
rection. In the second place, any mathematical that results from
'chaining' varies in degree with the duration between the items chained.
Monthly chaining gives a more pronounced drift than yearly chaining.
The disturbing effects of economic 'drift', of course, usually in-
crease with the length of time covered. Over short and comparatively
undisturbed periods index numbers from which drift has not been
eliminated often have a relatively definite and simple significance. With-
out any .great error, they may be interpreted as picturing the move-
ments of the yields of bonds of the same grade. Over long periods
they may, however, have little essential relation to the yields of bonds
of any specified grade. Even if the same bonds are used throughout,
their grade at the end of the period, as seen from the relation of the
average of their yields to the yields of the best bonds, may be entirely
different from what it was at the beginning of the period.
Of course, if we had been interested only in eliminating drift, we
might, as has already been suggested, have done so pretty well by
some such procedure as the chaining together of indexes niade up from
the yields of the five lowest yield bonds whether they were the same
bonds at both dates or not. But we were fully as much interested in
discovering the characteristics of drift and how it can he measured
as we were in eliminating it. We wished not merely to present a. pic-
ture of the movements of the yields of railroad bonds of the highest
grade but also to show how bonds of lower grade acted and to present
in as simple a mathematical form as possible the statistical relations
between the movements of the yields of bonds of different grades.98 BOND YIELDS AND STOCK PRICES
And, finally, we hoped to be able to bring the movements of stock
prices into the bond yield picture.
We soon came to the. conclusion, already presented in the preceding
chapter, that no definite solution could be obtained by studying the
financial statements of the railroads. 'Margins of safety', etc., are il-
lusory and misleading.The real 'margin of safety' that counts is in
the future, not the past. It is better to trust to the opinion of the
market. The simple and direct way to decide whether, at a particular
time, one bond should be considered as of a higher or lower grade
than another bond of the same coupon rate, maturity, marketability,
etc., is to compare their yields. The problem is therefore to discover
the relation between the movements of the yields and the yields them-
selves. When this problem is solved it becomes possible to construct,
as a by-product, an index number of the yields of the highest grade
bonds—even if the grade desired be somewhat higher than the grade
of any of the bonds used in discovering the relation.
The railroad bonds we used had as long maturities as were available.
Since, as already mentioned, we did not adjust for differences of dura-
tion, we formulated our problem as that of discovering, with the data
available, what were the relations between the yields of identical bonds
at different dates. We began our experiments by considering the matter
graphically. We made scatter diagrams in which the yields at a par-
ticular date of the various bonds in a group were plotted along the x axis
and the yields at a later date along the y axis. We plotted the logarithms
of the yields rather than the yields themselves, because a linear rela-
tionship seemed more logical on a logarithmic scale than on a natural
scale. For many reasons, we desired a linear relationship and the use
of a linear relation with a natural scale would tend to lead to absurdities
in just the region where we did not wish absurdities—the region of the
lower yields. For example, if a straight line were fitted to the yields as
such, it might cut the axes and so suggest that a positive yield in one
period should be considered as normally associated with a negative
yield in another period.
After constructing and examining a number of scatter diagrams, we
next considered how we ought to fit straight lines to the logarithms of
the data. What should he the criterion of fit? We of course realized that
the yields in neither the earlier nor the later period—say the earlier or
the later January——could logically be considered as van-BOND GRADE AND ECONOMIC 'DRIFT' 99
ables. Both the yields in the earlier and the yields in the later January
had to be considered as dependent variables. We did not wish to know
what would be the probable yield in the later January of a particular
bond having a specified yield in the earlier January any more than we
wished to know the probable yield in the earlier January of a particular
bond having a specified yield in the later January. For the same sort of
reasons that we did not find it desirable to pick the best five bonds in
either the earlier or the later January but in both Januaries, we desired
a backwards and forwards relation between the yields in the two Janu-
aries. To borrow an expression from the theory of least squares., our
problem must be considered one in which both variables are assumed
to be 'tinged with error'.15 The straight line must not be fitted in such a
manner that the sum of the squares of eithe.r the vertical or the hori-
zontal deviations of. the data points from the fitted line be made a
minimumbutin such a manner that the sum (or, academically, one-
quarter of the sum) of the squares of the vertical and horizontal devia-
tions be made aorninirnurn,'° if the size of the errors to which the two
variables are subject is the same.
Both variables should be, f or the purposes of our problem, considered
as 'subject to error'. But we cannot assume that the size of the 'errors'
to which each variable is subject is the same. In other words, we cannot
assume that the 'errors' of the two variables should have equal weights.
Using 'error' in the statistical sense of deviation, we know that the
two variables are not subject to the same degree of 'error'. Their liabil-
ity to error is clearly in proportion to their standard deviations. Before
fitting the straight line we must therefore weight the variables in in-
verse proportion to the squares of their standard deviations. Such
weighting will exactly correct for the fact that their liability to 'error'
is in proportion to their standard deviations.
This may all sound rather high-handed. At first glance it might
seem simple and proper to give the logarithms of the yields in each
January equal weights. However, in a statistical problem in which both
variables are considered as subject to 'error', the assumption of equal
15Ofcourse the statistician uses the word 'error' in a Pickwickian sense. When he
measures the average height of a class of school children and finds that itis so
many feet and so many inches, he does not consider the fact that all the children
are not of that height as really an 'error' of either God or man.
16Cf.Merriman's The Determination. by the Method of Least Squares of the Re-
lation. between Two Variables....bothVariables being LiabletoErrors of
Observation (U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1890), p. 687.100 BONDYIELDS AND STOCK PRICES
weights may be very misleading. It teixis to prevent anyrealcon-
sideration of the problem of weighting. Only if the variables are meas-
ured in absolutely unlike units, such as length and weight' or pressure
and temperature, will the existence of the problem be even noticed.
When, however, as in our 'problem, both variables are expressed in
percentages—or logarithms of percentages—there is a strong tendency
to let mere words lull us into the assumption that we have a probleni
requiring equal weights. However, in our particular problem,a
procedure based on such an assumption would have led us to treat
a one per cent deviation of observation from theory in one January
as of the sanie importance as a one per cent deviation in the succeeding
January, although the scatter of the yields in the later January might
be so much greater than the scatter of the yields in the earlier Jan-
uary that their standard deviation was double that of the yields in
the earlier January. '
Theslope of the straight line, fitted in such a manner that the sum of
the squares of the vertical and horizontal deviations. of the observed
from the values (when weighted in inverse proportions to
the squares of the standard deviations of the two variables), will be a
minimum, where —'thestandard deviation of the logarithms
of the yields at one date and= the standard deviation of the
logarithms of the yields at the other date. From the niean of the system,
note17
theequation of the line is y—X.
Theweighting is in inverse proportion to the sq:wres of the standard deviations,
rather than in inverse proportion to the standard deviations unsquared, because the
criterion of fit is that the squares of the 'deviations' shall be a minimum.
The 'deviations' are not, of course, equal to the perpendicular and horizontal dis-
tances of the observational points from the fitted line. For example, a y 'deviation'
is not equal to the perpendicular dropped from the observational point to the fitted
line, as it would be if the x variable were being considered independent. A y 'devia-
tion' is the difference between the y of an observational point and the y of the cor-
responding theoretical point on the straight line. And that theoretical point is not
perpendicularly above or below the observational point. The slope of the line joining
an observational point to its corresponding theoretical point on the straight line is
— thatis, the slope of the fitted line with a negative sign. Now the sum of the
squares on the two sides of a right angled triangle adjacent to the right angle is
equal to the square 'on the hypotenuse., It is, therefore, the sum of the squares of
the oblique distances of the observational points from the corresponding theoretical
points on the fitted straight line that is made a minimum.]3OND GRADE AND ECONOMIC 'DRIFT' 101
If the straight lines be fitted in this manner, all index numbers based
on readings from the fitted lines will fulfill the 'circular test'. If, on the
other hand, the observations at the two dates be weighted 'equally', or
indeed in any other ratio than in inverse proportion to the squares of
their standard deviations, the index numbers obtained from readings
on the fitted lines will not fulfill the 'circular test'. Some form or other
of purely mathematical drift will be introduced. The results obtained by
moving along from one month to the next in. constructing the index
numbers will not be the same as if we move froni one January to the
next January.
If ordinary 'regression' lines, in which only one variable is considered
dependent, were fitted, the resulting index numbers (of lower than
mean yields) would drift violently upward if the earlier dates were
taken as the independent variables and violently downwards if the later
dates were taken as independent. An index number constructed from
our January-to-January scatters by taking the earlier Januaries as the
independent variables and showing a yield of four and one-half per cent
in January 1927 shows a yield of less than one-billionth of one per cent
for January 1857. If the later Januaries be considered independent, a
seven per cent yield in January 1857 is associated' with less than one-
billionth of one' per cent in January 1927. The results would be even
more extreme if the chaining were from one month to the next instead
of from January to January.18
The fulfillment of the circular test may be illustrated by Chart 5.
That chart contains three scatter diagrams. The same 41 bonds appear
in each diagram. The heavy fitted line in each diagram represents the
theoretical relation (weights of the in inverse proportion to
the squares of their standard deviations) between the yields at an
earlierdate and those at a later date of bonds of different grades. The
1.8Incomputing the scatter from one January to the next, the coeffident of cor-
relation(r) might possibly equal +1. If r equaled +1, the fitted lines obtained
from assuming one or other of the variables independent or from assuming them
bothdependentwould, of course, be identical.The observations would allliein
the line.
If r is not equal to +1, both the equal weights line and the sigma line will be
steeper than the x—as—independent—variable line, and less steep than the y—as—inde-
pendent—variable line. When a>. = the equal weights line and the sigma line
be identical. Each will be inclined 450,thatis,have a slope of +1. When
is not equal to a1, the sigma line will fall between the equal weights line and
the 45° line. It will, therefore, be steeper than the equal weights line when a1 is
greater thanand less steep whenis less than a.102 BOND YIELDS AND STOCK PRICES
light line inclined at an angle of 45 degrees is the line on which all
points would fall if the ratio of the yield of each bond at the later date
to the yield of the same bond at the earlier date had been, for all bonds
regardless of grade, the same as the ratio of the geometric mean of
the yields of all the bonds at the later date to the geometric mean of the
yields at the earlier date. The first diagram compares the yields in
January 1919 and the yields in May 1920, a period during which high
grade bonds acted better than lower grades. The second diagram com-
pares the yields in May 1920 and September 1923, a period during
which high grade bonds acted worse than low grade bonds. The third
diagram covers both periods. It compares the yields in January 1919
artd September 1923, a period during which
thegrades of the bonds (as evidenced by their yields) and
how they acted. The heavy fitted line, in this diagram therefore coincides
with the light 45 degree line.
Now, if we find, from an examination of the first diagram, that a
yield of x in January 1919 should theoretically, as determined by a
point on the heavy fitted line, be associated with a yield of y in May
1920 and, from an examination of the second diagram, that a yield of
y in May 1920 shouldtheoretically be associated with a yield of z in
September 1923. we may know that, if from the third diagram we ask
what yield in September 1923 should theoretically be associated with a
yield of x in January 1919. the answer will be z. Index numbers con-
structed from readings Of straight lines fitted by the method of least
squ'ares in such a manner that the sum of the squares of the vertical
CHART 5
AMERICAN RAILROAD BOND YIELDS
SCATTER DIAGRAMS OF THREE DENTICAL GROUPS OF 41 BONDS
(LOGARTHMIC SCALES)BOND GRADE AND ECONOMIC 'DRIFT' 103
and horizontal deviations, weighted in inverse proportion to the squares
of their respective standard deviations, is a minimum, fulfill the 'circular'
test. To avoid the continual use of lengthy phrases we shall from now, on
call a straight line fitted in such a manner a sigma line. We coined this
term because the slope of such a line is
ax
Chart6 contains 79 scatter diagrams, one for each pair of Janu-
aries from January 1857 and January 1858 to January 1935 and
January 1936. Sigma lines 'are fitted to each scatter. From the nature
of the of a sigma line, the slope of a line fitted for two widely
separated dates can easily be computed from the slopes of the lines for
the intervening sections. Thus, if the standard deviation of the yields
of a group of bonds be inJanuary 1920,in January 1921 and
in January 1922, the slope of the sigma line for January 1920 and
January 1921 will be —,forJanuary 1921 and January 1922 —,and
for January 1920 and January 1922 Fromthe upper line of Chart
15 the reader can estimate the slope of the sigma line for any two dates.
This tipper line of Chart 15 represents the cumulated product of •the
slopes of the successive sigma lines fitted to the scatters of the yields
in adjacent pairs of months. As the chart is drawn a
logarithmic scale, a difference in height of the line for any two dif-
ferent dates represents the logarithm of the slope of the sigma line
applicable to those two dates.'9 The annual and quarterly equations of
the sigma lines are presented in Appendix A, Tables 7 and 8. The slopes
of the monthly equations are given in Table 9.
The sigma lines may be used for two purposes and are so used in
this study: (1) to construct index numbers, (2) to illustrate, measure
and study the differences in the movements of the yields 'of bonds of
different grades in different periods.
Beginning with any given yield at any particular date, we may con-
struct a complete index number from January 1857 to January 1936.
But the reader must not assume that such an index number would
necessarily give a picture of the action of bonds of the same grade
throughout the period. If the original yield with which the computa-
19The'difference in height' on the chart may be exactly determined from column 2
of Table 6 in Appendix A.104
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tions begin is a reiatively high yield for the date to which it is attached,
the index number will he affected by drift; and the essence of drift is
that it is not a characteristic of the yield of bonds of low but unchang-
ing grade but a movement that results from change of grade. The next
step in the calculation is, therefore, from a new base, a new grade.
Drift, therefore, remains a disturbing factor unless the original
yield from which computations begin is as low as the yields of bonds
that at the time are so adequately 'covered' that none but really pro-
found changes in the financial status of the debtor corporations could
appreciably lessen the complete confidence of the market that all future
payments would be met.
But the original basing point yield cannot safely be chosen appreci-
ably lower than this, in other words appreciably lower than the yields
of the best bonds, without introducing an element of unreality which
results in an unnieaning pseudo drift in the direction opposite to that
to which inferior bonds are subject. Of course, this simply means that
extrapolation cannot, without sooner or later introducing palpable ab-
surdities, be carried far into the unreal region of yields so low that no
actual bonds can be found having such yields.
The index number that we calculated from the sigma equations to
present a picture of the course of the yields of railroad bonds of the
highest possible grade, a .grade often slightly higher than that of any
actual bond, was constructed by assuming a yield of 4.50 per cent in
January 1925 and working backward to January 1857 and forward
to January 1936. The lowest yield of any bond we used in January
1925 was 4.50 per cent. llowever, this is quite accidental. Throughout
the entire period from January 1857 to January 1936, the sigma index.
though it is more often lower than it is higher, tends to run fairly close
to the yields of the lowest yield bonds. But it has no rigid relation to
any individual yield. It weaves in and out among the lowest yields only
because, in its character as an index from which 'drift' was presumed to
be eliminated, it was designed to do so.
However, there is a possibility that some 'drift' remains in even this
4.50 sigma index. The 'best bonds' considered were after all only the
best raiLroad bonds. Now an examination of the levels and movements
of the highest grade New England municipal bonds in the period before
1914 can hardly fail to suggest that the best railroad bonds of the
earlier years were not relatively so high in grade as were those of the118 BOND YIELDS AND STOCK PRICES
is presented
per cent in January 1857, but also
1925 and
shows a yield of only 4.23 per cent in January 1857.Acomparison of
railroad sigma indexes with the index of the yields of New
CHART7
NEWENGLANDMUNICIPAL BOND YIELDS
AND AMERICAN BOND YIELDS
INDEX NUMBERS FOR EACH JANUARY. APRIL, JULY AND OCTOBER
JANUARY 1857 TO JANUARY 1914
BA5ED ON— A. DEOMETRIC AVERAGES OF ALL RAILROAD BOND YIELDS
BMATHE,.IATICAL EQUATIONS FOR RAILROAD
YIELDS WITH 4.50% YIELD JANUARY 1925
RAILROAD CHART)
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either the yields of the New
drift during the period covered
England municipal bonds had an upward
the chart (January 1857 to Janu-
ary 1914) or the 4.50 sigma index had a downward drift. Since about
1875 the long term trend of
resembles the trendof the
the New England municipal bondindex
sigma index giving 4.23 per cent in Janu-
20 At the top prices of 1857 the long term 5 per cent (gold) bonds of Boston and
Massachusetts both sold at 99, to yield only a small fraction more than S per cent;
during 1880 Boston 4's of1899 sold as high as 105; at the top prices of 1897 both
Massachusetts 3's of 1923 and Maine 3's of 1921 sold at par. Now the lowest monthly
yield of any railroad bond in our 1857 list was 6.17 per cent; in 1880 the lowest
1897 the lowest yield was 3.08. The differences between
these railroad yields and the Boston, Massachusetts and Maine yields are 1.1per
cent, 0.7 per cent and 0.1 per cent.
later
index, which shows
In Chart 7 there
yield of 6.75
a yield of4.50 per
not only the 4.50
cent in January
a sigma index that
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ary 1857morethan it does the trend of the sigma index giving 6.75
per cent in 1857.
The great differences in the movements of the New England munic-
ipal bond index and the railroad sigma indexes during the Civil War
period are peculiarly difficult to explain. And possibly no great effort
to do so is warranted. An examination of Chart 6 will immediately
show how very appreciable' the probable errors of the slopes of the
sigma lines in parts of this period must necessarily be. And the as-
sumption of linearity seems sometimes very difficult tb defend.21 Chart
15 would suggest that, if the relation depicted by that chart is real, the
measurement of drift from the wide and possibly non-linear scatters
of the Civil War period may be very unreliable. For example, the down-
ward drift must surely he underestimated from 'January 1862 to .the
middle of 1864 and overestimated from the middle of 1864 to the
end of 1865.
But one of th&difficultiesof this argument is that great irregularities
in the pictured k Chart 15 occur in periods, such as that
from the middle of 1877 to the end of 1880, in which the scatters are
closely packed around the fitted straight lines and during which there
is no great difference in trend between the New England bond index
and the railroad sigma indexes. An adequate explanation of the differ-
ence in the movements of the municipal and railroad indexes during the
Civil War may possibly lie in the different effects of the paper money
inflation of the period on the prices and yields of the two types of
bonds. However, we failed to develop any very appealing hypothesis
offering an explanation on this basis.22
Compare the January 1864 'and January 1865 scatter in Chart 6.
22 The index of the yields of New England bonds is a quarterly index.
Monthly quotations are not regularly available.
The sources of the original quotations are materials gathered by Joseph G. Martin,
a Boston stock broker, and his sticcessors in his firm. For the period froni Janu-
ary 1857 to January 1862, Mr. Martin's early book entitled "Twenty-one Years in the
Boston Stock Market" was employed. The quotations is this book for 1857, 1858 and
1859 are monthly for the first day of the month. However, in 1860and1861 only
quarterly quotations appear, namely, for January 2, April 2, July 2 and October 2
of 1860, and for January 1 (sic), April 1, July 1 and October 1 of 1861. The quota-
tions used from January 1862 to January 1914 are from annual pamphlets issued by
Mr. Martin at the end of each year. These pamphlets were entitled "Stock Market
Fluctuations" or "Stock Quotations from January to January "orother
closely similar titles that varied somewhat from year to year. Copies of these pam-
phlets are to be Iotmd in the Boston Public Library,120 BOND YIELDS AND STOCK PRICES
The credit standing of the leading New England municipalities
underwent, during the period 1857—1914, no such radical changes as
did the credit standing of many American railroads. Indeed, the best
of the New England municipal bonds seem to have deserved about the
same rating in 1857 as they did in 1914. That, throughout this entire
period—aside from the erratic Civil War interruption—the railroad
4.50 sigma index drifts irregularly but continually downward relatively
to the New England municipal index would seem therefore to present
evidence of some significance. Our holding to the 4.50. index, in spite
of this evidence, requires some explanation if not defense. Such an
explanation or defense hangs naturally on two considerations: first, the
difficulty of deciding how niuch drift, if any, remainsin the 4.50 signia
index and, second, the virtual certainty that any attenipt to O1)taifl,
from operations restricted to the railroad bond data, an index contain-
ing much less drift than the 4.50 sigma index would leadto highly
questionable results.
When attempting to decide how much drift, if any, remains in the
4.50 index, we must remember that a difference in the yield of two
bonds may result from a difference in the markets for the bonds as
well as from a difference in the degrees of public assurance that the
promised future payments will he met. The placing of a bond on a list
of investments legal for trust funds and savings banks inevitably affects
its yield. And mere custom has often almost the force of law. Only
gradually did railroad bonds attain the legal status and the popularity
with the most conservative investors that they possessed by the early
(Footnote 22 concluded)
The quotations appear to have been at times estimated from the author's knowl-
edge of the municipal bond market. There are occasionally bankers' buying rates
when no transactions were actually recorded. The quotations are 'over the counter'
rather than open public market quotations such as we used for railroad bonds.
There are strong reasons for believing, however, that Martin's quotations, though
they were not recorded with the same official exactness as were those of the railroad
1.)onds, and though their accuracy proved, on experiment, to be to stand
the strain of the sigma procedure, reflect with substantial correctness the movements
of New England municipal bond prices and yields in the Boston market.
We made no attempt to extend the New England bond index forward beyoiid
January 1914. In so far as we have made comparisons of railroad bond yields and
municipal bond yields after January 1914, we have contented ourselves with the
Standard Statistics monthly index of the yields of 15 municipal bonds. This index
goes back to January 1900 (see Chart 10). Shortly after January 1914 the Federal
income its municipal bond exemptions began to introduce into the picture
an extraneous element whose difficult to measure,BOND GRADE AND ECONOMIC 'DRIFT' 121
years of this century. But, from 1857 to 1930, municipal bonds of the
highest grade were investments for the ultra conservative. As
high grade railroad bonds came to be more and more introduced into
the portfolios of such investors, they steadily weakened the monopoly
enjoyed by the municipal bonds. With the increase in the composite
supply, the yields of the municipal bonds inevitably tended to be greater
than they otherwise would have been. The effect was the same as
though the volume of the municipal bonds had itself been increased in
the sanie proportion as the total:
Shall we then say. that the yield of the railroad bonds was drifting
down toward that of the municipal bonds or that the yield of the mu-
nicipal bonds was drifting up toward that of the railroad bonds, or
shall we say that both these things were happening, that the yields
were drifting together? From January to the end of 1929 the
interest bearing debt of the United States governinent declined steadily
month after month and year after year. Throughout this period the
yields of Federal bonds showed a pronounced long term downward
trend relatively to the 4.50 sigma index. Shall we, therefore, say that,
as these government bonds were throughout the period acknowledged
to be of the very highest grade, the 4.50 sigma index had, during this
period, an upward drift? And that, during the year 1931 for example,
in which the interest bearing debt increased by leaps and bounds and
in which the yields of Treasury bonds advanced much more rapidly
than did the 4.50 sigma index, that index had a downward drift?
The 4.50 sigma index gives a picture of the course of the yields of
railroad bonds of an ultra-superlative grade. It is hard to say just what
meaning would have to be given to it if it were adjusted to the move-
ments of high grade bonds in one or more other markets. It certainly
would not give us a picture of that economic noumenon 'pure interest'.
A study of the corporations themselves gives us considerable reason
to believe that the very best railroad bonds in the early period were
inferior to the best bonds in the later period: But, from the yields of
the best bonds in the early period or even from the yields of all the
bonds in all the periods, it is difficult if hot impossible to calculate
plausibly what would have been, in the early period, the yield of a
railroad bond of apparently as high grade as the very best railroad
bonds in the later period. We have already referred to the danger in-
volved in extrapolating the sigma lines far into, the region of hypo-122 BOND YIELDS AND STOCK PRICES
thetical bonds of a higher grade than any actually existing bonds. This
danger exists not merely because of the high probable error of the
slopes of a few of the sigma lines for some of the January to January
scatters and the high probable error which always appears as the slopes
are cumulated, but also because of the evidences that the scatters are
sometimes and perhaps always non-linear even on the log scale we have
used.
The non-linearity of the relation between the yields at two dates,
that sometimes appears when extremely high-yield securities are in-
cluded in the scatter diagram, is illustrated by Chart 8. On that chart
are plotted the yields of all bonds and dividend-paying preferred stocks
listed on the New York Stock Exchange for which quotations could
be obtained for both January 1903 and January 1904. An examination
of the chart will show that, a straight line gives a fairly plausi-
ble fit to the yields of the railroad bonds we actually used, it gives an
extremely poor fit to the total scatter.24An hyperbola is suggested
as an empirical curve that might describe more or less adequately
the complete scatter. The railroad sigma line lies close to the lower arm
of the hyperbola. The non-linearity of this scatter explains the lack of
similarity between the cumulated-product-of the-slopes-of-the-sigma-
and the course of railroad stock prices in this period (see Chart
15). It is, of course, difficult to say to what extent the rather radical
short term differences between the (1925) 4.50 sigma line and the
(1857) 4.23 sigma line, such as the complete elimination by the 4.23
line of the 1873 peak (see Chart 7), are rational, are the result of high
probable errors in the cumulated linear slopes, or are the result of non-
linearity of the scatters.25
Chart 15 gives some support to the idea that the non-linearity is not of a con-
stant type and that, over long periods, its disturbing effects tend to cancel out every
now and then leaving approximately the same result as that obtained from the linear
hypothesis. Whether this be true or not, non-linearity has certainly been very dis.
turbing during some short periods, such as January 1903 to January 1905, a period
about :to be discussed in the text.
24 In only one year out of the seventy-nine, 1857—1936, did this non-linearity affect
the particular group of bonds we used in our index. In 1929—30 only twenty-eight
bonds were used to calculate the sigma line. These are the bonds that appear as
black dots on Cha.rt 6. The whitedots on this chart are the bonds that were omitted
in that one year because they affected the linearity of the scatter. Two sigma lines
appear on the chart. The solid line is fitted to the entire scatter. The broken line is
fitted to the twenty-eight bonds and is the one we actually used in our calculations.
25 Even the 4.50 sigma index sometimes shows a small amount of erratic irregularityBOND GRADE AND ECONOMIC 'DRIFT' 123
Chart 9 shows the yields of nearly all the railroad and public utility
bonds listed on the New York Stock Exchange or the New York Curb
Exchange for which quotations were available for the weeks ending
January 7, 1930 and January 6, 1931. The interesting feature of this
chart is that, though the railroad scatter appears to be distinctly non-
linear, the public utility scatter appears to be comparatively linear, at
least outside the range of almost absurdly high yields. There was, in
this period, no such collapse of public utility credit as there was of
railroad credit.
Because scatter diagrams are so enlightening we have presented a
large number—84 in all. The primary reason for having each of the
79 diagrams of Chart 6 cover a period from one January to the next
was that we substituted bonds only in January. Each diagram contains
all the bonds used in a thirteen-month period. If we had used more
critical dates, we would have had to use fewer bonds. Monthly scatter
diagrams are seldom very impressive. The drift in a single month is
usually so small as hardly to be manifest on a chart. The slopes of the
sigma lines are nearly always close to 45°. Of course in a disturbed
market even monthly charts are very instructive. Changes in grades are
so violent that some of the monthly charts may look like yearly charts of
a more normal period. Drift is unmistakable. Interesting as it would
be to cover the recent past in much greater detail than the rest of the
period, it was decided not to do so in this study. To have presented
monthly scatter diagrams for even the last few years would have neces-
sitated the publication of too many charts.
(Footnote 25concluded)
inits minor month-to-month movements. Line D of Chart 2 presents an index
constructed by using a mathematical graduation that follows extremely closely all
but the most minor movements of the 4.50 index (see Chart 14 to realize how
closely) and on this graduation superimposi'ng, as a substitute for the
deviationsof the chain index number constructed from the
arithmetic averages of the actual yields from a similar graduation of that index.
The resulting composite index follows the 4.50 index in all respects except that it
tends to eliminate the irregularities that sometimes appear in the most minor fluctua—
tions of the 4.50 index. The composite index runs from January 1857 to January
1936 monthly. For the period from January 1857 to 1879 the 4.50 sigma
index was calculated only quarterly. Both the extreme similarity of the two indexes
and their minor differences may be seen by comparing lines B and D of Chart 2.
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